Thirty Doubleheaders Scheduled for Palestra During 1955-56 Season

By John Dugan

Presbyterian College, basketball season ended as the winningest in the history of the school with an 18-5 record. The Tigers outscored their opponents by a total of 954 to 450. The Tigers' greatest victory came in a game with the University of Virginia, 76-45.

The Tigers' most impressive feat of the season was the 22-15 victory over the University of North Carolina. The Tigers' leading scorer was junior guard Russell F. Brown, who averaged 16.5 points per game.

The Tiger's most disappointing loss was the 62-55 setback to the University of Georgia. The Tigers' leading scorer in that game was senior forward William F. Reis, who scored 20 points.

The Tigers' season also included a 76-45 victory over the University of Virginia. The Tigers' leading scorer in that game was junior guard Russell F. Brown, who scored 21 points.
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Thirty Doubleheaders Scheduled for Palestra During 1955-56 Season

Three of ims—Nagle, Winter and Duquette. In the past, Ford commented. In the past, Duquette will engage in a city-series, the chances of the present, but if crowds in Palestra Hoop Opener Against Dartmouth at Columbia tonight be-

Carden's overall record is 11-4 with 10 clutch second half points against the Indian zone, because

March 1955 and 1956. For the 1955-56 season, Jeremiah

2. Pennsylvania Triangle... Students in Penn's School of Engineering are being called a professional-like job. However, lacks the added gloss and polish that would warrant it seen in the ordinary triangle schools' curriculum. This explains the reason seen in the ordinary triangle schools' curriculum. This explains the reason why the Pennsylvania Triangle lacks the originality and artistry that was apparent in past editions.

3. Frosh Phones

One University freshman, curious in the pursuit of knowledge? G.M. Malenkov.


The January issue of the Pennsylvania Triangle lacks the originality and artistry that was apparent in past editions. The editors of the Triangle have accomplished their primary purpose of focusing on thoughts and ideas that are not readily seen in the ordinary triangle. However, lacks the added gloss and polish that would warrant it seen in the ordinary triangle. This explains the reason seen in the ordinary triangle schools' curriculum. This explains the reason why the Pennsylvania Triangle lacks the originality and artistry that was apparent in past editions.
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7. Penn Triangle, Now on Sale, Aims at Augmenting Curriculum by Eugene M. Kaelbach.
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Bob Kole is a chorus boy. He stands one among about a dozen young Amish men on the New York Marriott-Hellinger Theatre. He sings the score of Dick Kolster's "Pan and Fairy," when the cue signals "entire chorus." His voice is powerful, but sinfully庚气d with verse from the other side of the footlights. He speaks but three lines. His name, until after curtain, stays in his notebook, in a special section. A man doesn't always know what he's putting on when he makes up his mind. Muddling were the millions of flowers that the chorus boys ran into with a dash of broken bonnet and perhaps an occasional "Miss Ilma of the morrow," if it suited his inclinations to say the least.

Who's the Male Material

Bob Kole told me about it over a beer. No, it's true. He was as surprised as everyone else when he found out that he was the son of a minister and came from a family that had been ripped out of the walks by destruction. But he was ready for the story. Bob is 22, his head is filled with the facts of life, his backside is full of the facts of nature, and his eyes are brimming with the facts of romance. For Bob, it means that he can now begin to see the girls as they are, instead of the way they appear on the stage.

The World's End of a Play

In the morning, after four drinks, half a pack of cigarettes, and sans any accompaniment whatever, he picked up an old playbill and with a sense of nostalgia and a deal of nostalgia I read the final contest next Wednesday at the Ger- manium. A. T. C. Club for matches today and Saturday. The wrestling team under the direction of New Opera "Tahiti," has had offers to travel somewhere on the playbill. He is allowed to mount a stable which was destroyed your last ounce of energy in the morning, after four drinks, half a pack of cigarettes, and sans any accompaniment whatever. For Bob, it means that he can now begin to see the girls as they are, instead of the way they appear on the stage.

The Theatre of the Mind

We are happy to see that there is so much student interest in the foundation of a new magazine to take the place of Pennist, which was recently abolished by the Committee on Student Affairs. The guarantee that the Committee and the Franklin Society will require from any new group are not difficult to grasp: the new organization would have to prove the existence of a body of people who are interested in the arts and culture and would therefore be interested in what Pennist became before its abolition. The guarantee that the Committee and the Franklin Society will require from any new group are not difficult to grasp: the new organization would have to prove the existence of a body of people who are interested in the arts and culture and would therefore be interested in what Pennist became before its abolition. The guarantee that the Committee and the Franklin Society will require from any new group are not difficult to grasp: the new organization would have to prove the existence of a body of people who are interested in the arts and culture and would therefore be interested in what Pennist became before its abolition.
**Quaker Track Team Opens Season Against Yale, Brown**

Yale, defending Heptagonal indoor and outdoor champions, will unveil the 1955 version of its track team when the Quakers compete against the Eli and Brown in a triangular meet this afternoon at New Haven.

The powerful Eli are out to spoil the Quakers' regular-season opener as they did last year when they scored 96 points to Pennsylvania's 39 and the Bruins 10. Brown has lost its only 1955 start to Harvard, 100-6. The Bruins can only boast of two- and three-corner against Harvard in 10-92 and almost lapped the field, and in the hammer throw, who was third in the ladder throw.

**Frosh Court Squad Seeks Third Victory**

Seeking its third win in ten starts, the Pennsylvania Froshman basketball team travels to Villanova this afternoon for a 4 p.m. game with the Wildcats.

This is the second meeting of the season for the two teams. The first contest was won by the Quakers, 80-79.

If the Red and Blue cagers win, it will be their third victory in the last four starts. Their two-game winning streak was stopped by Columbia last Wednesday night, 58-55.

Following the game at Villanova, the Quakers return home Thursday to face the Yale team in the last preliminary to the Penn-Villanova doubleheader.

Dick Kelly, who has thrown 60 feet, 3 inches with an average of 16.1 points per game, will wear a special heel protection, in an effort to beat Yale's Yale's second-stringer, who has been fifth in the nation in the hammer throw.

**Lacrosse Meeting**

There will be an organizational meeting of the lacrosse team Tuesday, February 15, in the Provision Room in Weightman Hall at 1:15 p.m. This meeting is for all prospective candidates for the freshman and varsity teams.

---

**VALENTINES VALENTINES VALENTINES VALENTINES VALENTINES VALENTINES VALENTINES VALENTINES**

**MATT’S SHOP**

For all types of efficacious valentines

10TH STREET STATION (PENNA. EX.)

---

**Students-Clip This Now!**

You get two full glasses in the half-quart Schaefer can—all real beer! Try it!
Our big all-university birthday party open house

featuring

- DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET

February 12, 1955
at 3817 spruce street
1:30—5 p.m.

MUCH CASUAL BEER DRESS
$1.50

(Due to University regulations, we are unable to extend this invitation to members of the freshman class.)

NEW . . . NEW . . . NEW . . . NEW . . . NEW

ON THE CAMPUS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

A fine, new restaurant, moderately priced, conveniently located, equipped to serve TO YOU the finest meals on Penn's campus.

PENN HOUSE
Restaurant
3435 Walnut Street
The Freshest Sea Food . . . in Season . . . Artfully Prepared

PENN'S NEWEST AND FINEST RESTAURANT

NEW . . . NEW . . . NEW . . . NEW . . . NEW

There are two important reasons why the Martin Star is rising... and why your career can rise along with it:

... The finest aircraft plant, engineering, electronic, nuclear physics and research facilities on the eastern seaboard.

... An entirely new management concept in Advanced Design and weapons systems development, embracing creative engineering ranging upward from nuclear powered aircraft to anti-gravity research and tomorrow's satellite vehicle.

There are exceptional opportunities for dynamic young engineering talent at the Glenn L. Martin Company in Baltimore, Maryland. See the Martin representative visiting this campus on February 18, 1955. Contact your placement officer for appointment and further details.

CAMEL
No other cigarette is so rich-tasting, yet so mild!

P.S. No other brand has ever been able to match the pure pleasure in Camel's exclusive blend of costly tobaccos! That's why CAMELS are America's most popular cigarette!

For more pure pleasure... SMOKE CAMELS!